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a b s t r a c t 

Background: Nurses have been labelled “heroes” by politicians, the mass media, and the general public 

to describe their commitment to providing front-line care to people with COVID-19, despite the risks of 

exposure and lack of clinical resources. Few studies have examined the implications of the hero discourse 

to nurses’ professional, social, and political identities. 

Objective: To critically examine the effects of the hero discourse on nurses who are contending with the 

ongoing COVID-19 crisis and to consider the political, social, cultural, and professional impact of this 

discourse on nursing work. 

Methods: A poststructural discourse analysis, employing the theoretical ideas of truth, power, knowledge, 

subjectivity, and normalization, was conducted to explore the mass media’s constructions of nurse as 

hero in the contexts of COVID-19. Media electronic databases were searched between March 1, 2020 to 

August 1, 2020 to locate newspaper and magazine articles, corporate advertisements, videos, social media 

postings, and institutional/corporate websites. 

Setting: Data sources included English language media accounts that originated from Canada, the USA, 

and the UK. 

Results: Three main elements of the hero discourse include: 1. Nurses as a “necessary sacrifice” - portray- 

ing nurses as selfless, sacrificing, and outstanding moral subjects for practicing on the front-line without 

adequate protective gear and other clinical resources; 2. Nurses as “model citizens” - positioning nurses 

as compliant, hardworking, and obedient subjects in contrast to harmful individuals and groups that ig- 

nore or resist COVID-19 public health measures. 3. Heroism itself as the reward for nurses - character- 

izing hero worship as a fitting reward for nurses who were unappreciated pre-pandemic, as opposed to 

supporting long-term policy change, and highlighting how heroism reconfigures nursing work from the 

mundane and ordinary to the exciting and impactful. 

Conclusions: The hero discourse is not a neutral expression of appreciation and sentimentality, but rather 

a tool employed to accomplish multiple aims such as the normalization of nurses’ exposure to risk, the 

enforcement of model citizenship, and the preservation of existing power relationships that limit the 

ability of front-line nurses to determine the conditions of their work. Our study has implications for 

approaching the collective political response of nursing in the ongoing COVID-19 crisis and formalizing 

the ongoing emotional, psychological, ethical, and practice supports of nurses as the pandemic continues. 

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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What is already known about the topic? 

• Nurses have been publicly labelled “heroes” to describe their

commitment to providing care to people with COVID-19, de-

spite the risks of front-line practice and the lack of clinical re-

sources such as adequate personal protective equipment. 
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• Few studies have examined the implications of the hero dis-

course on nurses’ professional, social, cultural, and political

identities. 

What this paper adds 

• The hero discourse results in the normalization of risk for

nurses to justify the need for a timely and committed clinical

response to COVID-19 in the contexts of uncertainty, political

divisiveness, and unprepared healthcare systems. 
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• Heroic nurses are positioned as productive subjects who form

an archetype for how the public should think and behave in

COVID-19, thereby forming a device to both enforce the compli-

ance of nurses and to enact disciplinary power over the public. 

• The hero discourse is a tool for politicians, leaders, and decision

makers to publicly demonstrate their support for nurses while

concealing the preservation and extension of existing power re-

lations that limit nurses such as racism, gender discrimination,

austerity measures, and managerialism. 

. Background 

The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic coincides with the

00th anniversary of Florence Nightingale’s death, arguably nurs-

ng’s most iconic historical and heroic figure. Nightingale’s innova-

ion in hygiene and sanitation represents the shift away from the

angel of mercy” nursing persona toward the need for scientific

nowledge, training, and appropriate clinical resources in nursing

ractice ( Wildman and Hewison, 2009 ). No one nurse has emerged

s emblematic of the global healthcare response to COVID-19.

ather, the discourse of “nurse as hero” has emerged to describe

he collective response of the thousands of front-line nurses who

ontinue to compromise their own personal safety to provide di-

ect care to the millions of people infected with the virus. The di-

ect risk of the virus to nurses is real. The International Council

f Nurses (2020 , October 28) estimated that approximately 1500

urses have died globally from COVID-19. Perhaps the most recog-

izable nursing figure of COVID-19 is not a real nurse at all, but

ather Banksy’s acclaimed black and white painting of a “super-

urse”, who is female, masked, and wearing a traditional nurs-

ng cape and is depicted as specially selected by a small child

rom a toybox of other superheroes ( Einboden, 2020 ). The nurse

s hero discourse has found public expression through community

erformances (e.g. singing from balconies, clapping, and banging

ots and pans), corporate visibility (e.g. TV commercials, marketing

ampaigns, and promotional offers to healthcare staff), and govern-

ental displays (e.g. military tributes, politician speeches, and light

hows on public buildings). 

Although part of the public consciousness, heroism in nursing

emains understudied. The few studies on the nurse as hero focus

n the positive effects of this discourse on enhancing the visibility

nd moral fortitude of the profession. MacDonald et al. (2018) sug-

ested that the sharing of stories of nurse heroes, which are

rimarily enacted in everyday front-line practice, may encour-

ge other nurses to “internalize heroic attributes” (p. 139), bol-

ter professional self-identity, and foster professional activism.

arbyshire (2011) argued that nursing should more visibly high-

ight its heroic legacy of responding to stigmatized health issues in

he past, such as HIV/AIDS, to rally a contemporary response to the

ealth inequities of today. Heroism in nursing, particularly from an

merican perspective, has also been linked to national pride, the

ortification of victories in war efforts, and dedication to religious

ealthcare orders ( Kenny et al., 2020 ). Few studies, however, have

roblematized the hero discourse in nursing or examined the ef-

ects of this discourse on nurses’ professional, social, and political

dentities ( Einboden, 2020 ; Morin and Baptiste, 2020 ). 

Using a poststructural discourse analysis of the media, we call

ttention to the effects of the nurse as hero discourse on nurses

ho are contending with the ongoing COVID-19 crisis and examine

he political, social, cultural, and professional impact of this dis-

ourse on nursing work. To accomplish our objectives, we draw on

 poststructural perspective, which is a branch of French philoso-

hy concerned with the politics of knowledge and power. In partic-

lar, we utilize Foucault’s (1972 ; 1980 ) notion of discourse, truth,

ower, knowledge, subjectivity, and normalization in our analysis.

ew studies have explored the interrelationships between the hero
iscourse and poststructural thought ( Guevarra, 2009 ). To supple-

ent our main theoretical framework, we also draw on the more

ecent concept of performative allyship ( Green and Barbara, 1997 ),

hich refers to “someone from a nonmarginalized group profess-

ng support and solidarity with a marginalized group, but in a way

hat is not helpful” ( Kalina, 2020 , p.478). This concept is increas-

ngly used in public discourse to problematize the performative el-

ment of corporations, social media “influencers,” and celebrities

n supporting social causes such as anti-Black police violence. De-

pite the growing public discussion of performative allyship, there

s a lack of academic work about this concept and no study to date

as examined the interconnection between performative allyship

nd the public support for nurses. We will explore three main ef-

ects of the nurse as hero discourse in our analysis: 1. Nurses as a

necessary sacrifice;” 2. Nurses as “model citizens;” and 3. Heroism

tself as the reward for nurses. 

. Theoretical framework 

A central theoretical idea in poststructuralism, discourse refers

o a system of knowledge, ideas, beliefs, attitudes, actions, and

ractices that systematically construct the objects of which they

peak ( Foucault, 1972 ). Not only does it describe an area of

nowledge, discourse also functions to constitute, produce, and

enerate particular systems of understanding ( Foucault, 1972 ).

ince knowledge and power are joined together through discourse

 Foucault, 1966 ), discourse is often used by authority figures and

ther social actors as an instrument of power ( Hall, 2001 ). Each

iscourse has its own politics of “truth/untruth” which, through

ractices of exclusion, distinguish what some consider to be true

nd false knowledge ( Foucault, 1980 ). Certain discourses are dom-

nant (for example, medicine, experimental science, capitalism,

tc.) because they are largely accepted and are employed to “shut

own” the possibilities of writing, speaking, and thinking in ways

hat challenge this authority ( Hook, 2001 ). Through discourse, so-

ial actors can both constitute, and ensure the reproduction of, ex-

sting and dominant social systems, using different forms of knowl-

dge selection, exclusion, and domination ( Hook, 2001 ). In addi-

ion, discourses exist as various practices, also known as discur-

ive practices, which Foucault (1972) claims “systematically form

he object of which they speak” (p. 49) and shape how people and

roups act, think, behave, and act. 

As opposed to a universal identity, poststructuralism suggests

hat the self is made up of multiple and concomitant subjec-

ivities that shift with changing discursive conditions and differ-

nt contexts of power and knowledge ( Foucault, 1976 ). A sub-

ectivity is produced (i.e. the process of subjectification) through

he crystallization of different forms of social, political, and cul-

ural discourses ( Mansfield, 20 0 0 ). Subjectivities are rarely self-

eterminant in poststructuralism, rather authority figures use sub-

ectivity as a technique of power to govern people’s thoughts,

hoices, desires, behaviours, and actions. People are often made the

ubjects of disciplinary discourses that may generate norms and

xpectations for thinking and acting. This process of normalization

nvolves the construction and enforcement of idealized norms of

onduct in which people internalize these regulations and modify

heir behaviour to meet normal parameters ( Foucault, 1977 ). Social

nstitutions, such as prisons, armies, factories, and schools, have

istorically employed normalization as a political technique in the

roduction of “docile bodies” to subdue dissent and direct people

owards a more “productive” aim ( Foucault, 1977 ). Foucault (1976) ,

owever, noted “where there is power, there is resistance” (p.

5) and these forms of resistance are diverse, multiple, and move

cross different social relations. 

Foucault’s (1963; 1972 ) examination of medical discourse,

hich spanned across his career, provides an example of how
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iscourse analysis can illuminate multiple discursive practices and

escribe the social, political, and cultural effects on the people

nd groups that are subject to these discourses. Foucault (1963)

onceptualized medicine not only as an empirical study of the

athology of disease, but also a series of discursive practices in

hich individuals are constituted as both objects and subjects of

he medical gaze and professional knowledge. Medicine accom-

lishes its normalizing and disciplinary aims through different

echniques to enact power and knowledge relations that are taken

p by people who adapt their everyday behaviours to fit within

edical advice, requirements, and parameters of health, treatment,

nd prevention. Although some productive elements many result

rom these guidelines, people are governed by the internalization

f medical discourse, such as normal parameters of blood pressure

r sexual activity, and often modify their behaviours to meet

hese regulations. Later poststructural scholars have examined

ow people resist medical discourse and authority to challenge

rofessional control of their bodies and medical constructions of

dentity (Rose, 2007). For example, discourse analyses of medical

dvice and public health measures against obesity have exam-

ned the growing resistance to certain lifestyle interventions,

ttributing individual blame for poor eating habits, and the lack of

nderstanding of the social conditions that limit access to health

esources ( Warin, 2011 ; Mulderrig, 2011 ). 

. Methods 

We conducted a poststructural discourse analysis, employing

oucault’s main theoretical ideas of power, knowledge, truth, nor-

alization, discourse, and subjectivity as analytical devices, to ex-

mine the media’s constructions of nurse as hero in the con-

exts of COVID-19 ( Yates and Hiles, 2010 ; Graham, 2011 ; Arribas-

yllon and Walkerdine, 2008 ). Discourse analysis is a critical and

ualitative method of inquiry that employs poststructural concepts

o characterize and examine certain discourses and to explore

he impact and effects of these discourses. A central aim of this

ethod is to describe the formation of subjectivity, or how peo-

le become the subjects of discourses, and how certain discursive

ractices shape people’s actions, thoughts, and behaviors ( Arribas-

yllon and Walkerdine, 2008 ). Scholars often use discourse analy-

is to focus on the consequences and costs of uneven relations of

ower and the enforcement of the so-called truth for those who

re the subject of dominant discourses ( Yates and Hiles, 2010 ). In

ddition to an exploration of how subjects of discourses are situ-

ted in relationships of power and knowledge, discourse analysis is

lso concerned with different practices of resistance or how peo-

le can challenge dominant constructions of the truth/untruth and

nowledge authority. 

We initiated data collection by locating key media reports

n a systematic and rigorous way. Using the period of March 1,

020 to August 1, 2020, we searched the following electronic

atabases: Factiva, Communication Abstracts, Canadian Business

 Current Affairs Database, US Newsstand, Canadian Newsstream,

nd Global Newsstream. These databases were selected because

f their comprehensiveness, scope, link to multiple sources and

edia outlets, ability to screen results, and full text access. Since

ualitative media analysis relies on the researchers’ close en-

agement with documents to select their relevance to a research

opic ( Altheide and Schneider, 2013 ), we conducted a preliminary

nalysis of the results of our early searches before continuing to

arrow our selection of data sources included in the study. Our

arly search showed that media from certain geographic areas

overed the hero discourse more prominently and in-depth (i.e.

K and North America), often to report the public lobbying of

oliticians, state sponsored campaigns to endorse the heroism of

ealth professionals, and high-profile corporate responses. Since
ur research aims were to examine the political and social impli-

ations of the hero discourse to nursing, we utilized “progressive

heoretical sampling” ( Altheide and Schneider, 2013 p. 56) to select

aterials to best inform our emergent analytical impressions of

he topic and to iteratively shape the conceptualization of our final

nalysis. We therefore limited data sources to media reports that

riginated from Canada, USA, and the UK in order examine these

ocal contexts in more analytical detail. 

Inclusion criteria included English language newspaper and

agazine articles, corporate advertisements, videos, social media

ostings, and institutional/corporate websites. Exclusion criteria

ncluded personal social media and blogs (i.e. from individuals

ersus larger news outlets or corporations). We included data from

he same outlet (i.e. newspaper or magazine title) since different

uthors and/or articles may offer different data. We em ployed a

exible and iterative approach to sampling in keeping with our

ualitative methodological approach ( Patton, 2015 ). In addition

o theoretical sampling to select documents to test and develop

ur early analytical findings, we utilized purposeful sampling to

dentify and select information rich sources that encouraged an

n-depth examination of our phenomenon of interest and were of

entral interest to our research aims ( Patton, 2015 ; Coyne, 1997 ).

riteria for purposeful sampling included sources that were typ-

cal of the media discussions of the topic, offered a variety of

erspectives (i.e. endorsed or critiqued heroism), manifested the

henomenon intensely (i.e. took a strong stance on hero worship),

nd provided outliers that offered novel information (i.e. described

 local policy related to heroism) ( Patton, 2015 ). Our goal was not

o archive every media report on nurse as hero, which is beyond

he scope and intent of our study, but to examine the expression

f this discourse in the news media sources examined in our study

nd to engage in a rich description of the research phenomenon. 

. Data analysis 

Study data included 71 documents that were stored and coded

sing the qualitative data management software NVivo 12. The first

uthor initiated data analysis by becoming immersed in the data

hrough full text reviews of the documents, memoing of early an-

lytical impressions, and discussing the early analyses with the re-

earch team. Coding began with an inductive approach, using cat-

gories and terms found in the documents, and then moved to

ater rounds of deductive coding to encourage creative thought

bout the data ( Coffey and Atkinson, 1996 ). The primary author

ed the coding process, however, the abstraction and conceptual-

zation of data were performed collaboratively. A dialogical pro-

ess, coding moved between the empirical data, poststructural the-

ry, and emerging analytical concepts. For example, certain early

odes (e.g. corporate use of heroes, clapping, military tributes, etc.)

ere combined and collapsed with key theoretical ideas (e.g. dis-

iplinary power, productive subjectivities etc.) to develop more fi-

alized codes and themes. 

The analytical process involved an iterative engagement be-

ween Foucault’s writings and our data. To locate discourses in the

ata, we looked for patterns of knowledge, power, authority, legit-

macy, moralism, and discipline. In addition to examining how this

iscourse is constructed in the media, our analysis also considered

he effects of the nurse as hero discourse on the subjectivities of

urses and the broader political, social, cultural, and professional

mpact on nursing. We were concerned with discourse and subjec-

ivity as political techniques that are used to exercise power and

reserve existing social hierarchies ( Yates and Hiles, 2010 ). We

ere conscious not to depict discourses and subjectivity in a uni-

ersal or continuous way, but considered how these concepts are

ynamic and fluid depending on different contexts ( Graham, 2011 ).

e also examined the data for different forms of resistance as
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 counterpoint to the nurse as hero discourse. In addition to

ur main analytical framework of poststructuralism, we drew on

erformative allyship as a concept to examine instances in the

ata in which the hero discourse was used to conceal the preser-

ation of dominant discourses and potentially harmful relations of

ower ( Kalina, 2020 ). Theoretical saturation was achieved when

he research team determined that there were no new theoretical

nsights gained through the analytical process ( Charmaz, 2006 ). 

As part of methodological rigor, we promoted trustworthiness

o ensure the study findings could be traced back to the theoret-

cal perspective and data analysis strategies ( Manning, 1997 ). The

esearch team regularly met to discuss the quality of data analy-

is, emergent conceptual ideas, and the final study results. Since

he researcher is the primary instrument in poststructural research

 Mohammed et al., 2015 ), we reflexively considered how our own

ubjectivities as nurses, researchers, academics, and people who

ive in a geographic area with one of the highest COVID-19 in-

ection rates in Canada impacted our relationship to the data. All

embers of the research team are nurses, doctorally prepared,

ave scientific training in critically-informed qualitative research,

nd are working as academics and researchers. Our interest in

he research topic extended from our professional and personal

oncern with how COVID-19 impacted the well-being of nurses,

he long-term implications of clinical work in the pandemic, and

ur assumptions about the value of heroism to nursing. As re-

earchers using a critical perspective, we, therefore, developed a

eflexive awareness of our positionality and our location within

he very discourses (for example, nursing as a profession) that

e were interrogating ( McCabe and Holmes, 2009 ). Since the data

s part of the public domain and people referred to in the pre-

entation of findings have no reasonable expectation of privacy,

ur study was exempt from research ethics board review ( Tri-

ouncil of Canada, 2018 ). 

. Results 

The 71 data sources included in our study are listed in Table 1 .

ypes of media include newspaper articles ( n = 37), news web-

ites ( n = 16), videos ( n = 6), corporate websites ( n = 6), mag-

zine articles ( n = 4), and medical information websites ( n = 2).

eographic area of origin included USA ( n = 37), Canada ( n = 17),

nd UK ( n = 17). All sources were from 2020, including the months

f March ( n = 10), April ( n = 27), May ( n = 23), June ( n = 5), and

uly ( n = 6). Although the majority of sources included high pro-

le and well circulated news outlets/corporations, such as The New

ork Times and The Guardian , some less circulated local sources,

uch as The Toronto Star and Richmond News , were also included.

lthough all data sources were coded, analytically examined, and

nformed study themes, we present only representative quotes and

egments of the data in the presentation of our findings for the

ake of brevity. 

The results of our analysis of the media suggest that there are

hree main elements of the hero discourse in COVID-19 that have

nforeseen but potent effects on nurses: 1. Nurses as a “necessary

acrifice;” 2. Nurses as “model citizens;” and 3. Heroism itself as

he reward for nurses. 

.1. Nurse as hero as a “necessary sacrifice”

Our analysis of nurse as hero revealed a discursive pattern that

ulturally positioned nurses as a “necessary sacrifice” to contend

ith the pandemic. Depictions in the media often drew on reli-

ious notions of martyrdom to describe nurses’ selflessness in un-

ertain and, at times, dangerous conditions. For example, an Amer-

can article highlighted Pope Francis’ use of religious archetypes to

escribe how acute care nurses in Northern Italy were transformed
nto “literal angels” after they died from exposure to coronavirus

 Winfield, 2020 , June 20). A Financial Times article mapped out the

cult of the medic” and noted that “the Christ who dies for our

ins is the health worker” ( Kuper, 2020 , March 26). By using inter-

iews with nurses who worked in highly impacted areas without

dequate protective equipment, other reports offered a counterbal-

nce to the religious imagery: “Please don’t call me a hero. I am

eing martyred against my will.” ( Palus, 2020 , April 23). 

The valorization of nurses’ sacrifices to work without proper

quipment was additionally conveyed through symbols of war and

ationalism. An editorial, written by a WWII veteran, employed the

nalogy of battle: “Those brave women and men who, when a code

ounds in a hospital, run into battle with this vicious virus every

ay… And they do it bravely without even a guarantee of the sup-

lies they need” ( Maxwell, 2020 , May 4). The militaristic-like sac-

ifices of nurses were publicly represented by “Operation America

trong,” a Trump-endorsed display of fighter jets that flew over US

ities most impacted by COVID-19 ( Lamothe, 2020 , April 22). Al-

hough publicly applauded for fostering national resolve, this mil-

taristic spectacle was challenged by some nurses: “It makes it al-

ost excusable, like we went to war and fought for you. But we

ent to war without a gun, and that’s not what I was asking for”

 Palus, 2020 , April 23). 

The hero discourse often characterized nurses as outstanding

oral subjects, who often placed their commitment to patients,

ublic safety, and professional duty over their fears of personal

afety and anxieties over constrained clinical resources. A Los An-

eles Times article, entitled “A Last Selfless Act,” recounted the

tory of 61-year-old nurse, originally from the Philippines, who

esuscitated a patient in respiratory distress despite not having

ccess to an N95 mask ( Karlamangla, 2020 , May 10). The nurse

ater died in the same hospital where this heroic act occurred.

ther articles described nurses’ resourcefulness and ingenuity in

he face of inadequate protective gear: “Supplies were so strained

hat nurses turned to menstrual pads to buttress the padding in

heir helmets” ( Baker, 2020 , March 11). Later in the article, the

nit manager reported that rather than refusing to work because of

isks, nurses have repeatedly said, “If you need me, I’m available”

 Baker, 2020 , March 11). For healthcare organizations and corpora-

ions, the growing visibility of nurses’ sacrifices provided a window

or nurses to enact moral values such as benevolence and justice: 

Despite the risks and unknowns, one thing is for certain: Nurses

always show up to help provide safe, timely, effective and eq-

uitable healthcare. That is our legacy, our privilege, our honor.

Now with the eyes of the world upon us, we have the opportu-

nity for a defining moment…

( Johnson and Johnson, 2020 , April 1)

The notion of COVID-19 as a “once in a lifetime” opportunity for

oral action and sacrifice circulated throughout the media cover-

ge, which often reassured the public about nurses’ professional

ommitment. For example, an intensive care nurse reported in

lamour magazine: “As nurses, we signed up for being there for

ur patients, their families, and the general public no matter what.

e’ve been training for moments like this our entire careers…”

 Moeslein, 2020 , March 30). 

.2. Nurses as “model citizens”

The hero discourse often constructed nurses as “model citizens”

n a rapidly evolving crisis that required responsibility, action, and,

epending on one’s political perspective, obeying public authority.

urses were often depicted as compliant with their role as the

last line of defense” in pandemic management, particularly in the

ncertain early phases of the crisis. For example, a nursing exec-

tive stated, “I’ve never had such respect for the profession as I
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Table 1 
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Author Title Date Source 
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May 12, 2020 The Winnipeg Sun 
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COVID-19 pandemic 

March 30, 2020 The Toronto Star 

Atkinson, L. Help us crown your NHS hero July 6, 2020 Daily Mail 

Austen, I. In Detroit she’s a hero. In Canada she’s seen as a potential risk April 10, 2020 New York Times 

Bailey, L Suddenly, I’m not ‘just a nurse’ May 11, 2020 The Toronto Star 
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April 7, 2020 CNN 
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Cedars-Sinai Healthcare Heroes: Nurses April 10, 2020 YouTube 

Corbella, L. Sports idols have been replaced by health heroes — for now May 27, 2020 Calgary Herald 

Coyer, C. #ClapBecauseWeCare: World cheers for frontline workers April 7, 2020 The Christian Science 

Monitor 

DeMont, J. Coming out of retirement to join the war on COVID-19 April 6, 2020 Chronicle-Herald 

Dickinson, M. ’We are called heroes, but I am scared and so are my colleagues’ May 11, 2020 The Times 

Dohrenwend, P. Nurses are the coronavirus heroes March 30, 2020 The Wall Street Journal 

Dove US Courage is Beautiful April 8, 2020 YouTube 

Elliot, J. ‘Truly heroes’: Tributes pour in for doctors, nurses fighting coronavirus pandemic March 18, 2020 Global News 

Ekram, T. 4 reasons why nurses are heroes May 6, 2020 lumahealth 

Faith Ho, A. Doctors and nurses are heroes on-duty, ’lepers’ off-duty April 10, 2020 MedicineNet 

Ferguson, R. Nurses outraged at one percent raise under wage-cap law while Doug Ford calls 

them ‘heroes’ in the COVID-19 fight 

June 12, 2020 The Toronto Star 

Hamm, A. I’m a nurse. But no, I don’t want to be a hero April 9, 2020 Quillette 

Hess, A. In praise of quarantine clapping April 9, 2020 The New York Times 

Hess, A. & O’Neill, S. In coronavirus advertising, you’re the hero May 28, 2020 The New York Times 

Higgin, C. Why we shouldn’t be calling our healthcare workers ’heroes’ May 27, 2020 The Guardian 

Hodge, B. Celebrating Nurses Week through the voice of our modern-day super-heroes May 7, 2020 Nuance 

Inside Edition Hero Nurses Are Risking Their Lives to Save Others March 16, 2020 YouTube 

Johnson & Johnson By nurses to nurses: A letter to healthcare heroes April 1, 2020 Johnson & Johnson 

Nursing 

Karlamangla, S. A last selfless act; A nurse with no N95 mask treated a COVID-19 patient who 

couldn’t breathe 

May 10, 2020 Los Angeles Times 

Kane, J. ‘Do not call me a hero.’ Listen to an ICU nurse’s plea for fighting the coronavirus April 24, 2020 PBS News 

Kilraine, L. Nurse heroes to protest this evening about paltry pay rise – at hospital which saved 

Boris Johnson’s life 

July 29, 2020 South London Press 

King, K. Daily cheers give morale boost to medical workers fighting coronavirus April 18, 2020 Wall Street Journal 

Knowles, M. NHS Heroes: The faces behind our masked nurses April 11, 2020 Daily Express 

Kondi, E. Health care ‘hero’ nurses being forgotten by province June 15, 2020 The Toronto Star 

Kotsis, J. U of W study reveals discrimination against nurses commuting to Michigan July 15, 2020 Windsor Star 

Kuper, S. How health workers replaced soldiers as society’s heroes March 26, 2020 Financial Times 

Lamothe, D. Pentagon plans to dispatch Blue Angels and Thunderbirds in coronavirus tribute April 22, 2020 Washington Post 

Leung, V. ‘Nurses are everyday heroes’ says Trudeau May 12, 2020 Richmond News 

Lewis, M., Willete, Z., 

& Park, B. 

Calling health care workers ’heroes’ harms us all May 21, 2020 STAT 

The Lincoln Project Two Americans April 24, 2020 YouTube 

Logan, C. Vancouver Island nurse honoured as ‘Unsung Hero’ by Canucks, BC Hockey July 19, 2020 Tofino-Ucluelet 

Westerly News 

Marcus, R. These are the heroes of the coronavirus pandemic March 27, 2020 The Washington Post 

Matthers, J., & Kitchen, 

V. 

NHS ‘heroes’ should not have to risk their lives to treat coronavirus patients April 20, 2020 The Conversation 

Mattel A new kind of hero has arrived May 29, 2020 Mattel 

Maxwell, M. Martin Maxwell on COVID-19: This generation’s great war May 4, 2020 The National Post 

Moeslein, A Nurses have always been heroes—But we need them now more than ever march 30, 2020 Glamor 

Morris, N. Ethnic minority medics are ‘being whitewashed’ out of celebrations of the NHS April 3, 2020 Metro UK 

National Nurses United Nurses endorse the House Stimulus HEROES Act May 13, 2020 National Nurses United 

Neal-Boylan, L. Nurses on the front lines: A history of heroism from Florence Nightingale to 

coronavirus 

May 11, 2020 The Conversation 

Nguyen, L. Thunderbirds fly overhead as a salute to first responders for COVID-19 May 15, 2020 Los Angeles Times 

Palus, S. A nurse explains who can call her a hero and what she thinks of all the applause April 23, 2020 Slate 

Papworth, A. Meet 11 Suffolk nurses doing YOU proud on International Nurses Day May 12, 2020 East Anglican Daily 

Times 

Patterson, K. Front-line health-care workers are heroes. We should celebrate them as such March 12, 2020 The Globe and Mail 

Payne, E. Waiting for the deluge: Frontline workers deal with anxiety, fear as pandemic 

worsens 

March 29, 2020 Ottawa Citizen 

( Continued on next page ) 
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Author Title Date Source 

Peter, M. The nightly ovation for hospital workers may be New York’s greatest performance April 6, 2020 The Washington Post 

Picheta, R. ’She is blown away’: World leaders and families praise two nurses who cared for 

Boris Johnson in ICU 

April 13, 2020 CNN 

Simpson, J. Migrants helped build our NHS July 1, 2020 Eastern Eye 

Sodha, S. NHS heroes … and targets of racists April 5, 2020 The Guardian 

Temkar, A. Coronavirus heroes: I thought Filipino nurses were ’sellouts.’ I was wrong May 27, 2020 USA Today 

Thomas, T. & Greene, L. Coronavirus nurse finally locates NYC firefighter who pulled her from burning 

building 37 years ago 

May 26, 2020 New York Daily News 

Time Magazine Please, God, just cover me.’ health care workers are risking their lives daily in the 

fight against coronavirus 

April 9, 2020 Time Magazine 

UW Health Healthcare Heroes: Frontline Nurses April 9, 2020 YouTube 

Volmers, E. Calgary singer-songwriter brings hope as he honours all the front-line workers June 4, 2020 Calgary Herald 

Wallis, H. Nurses say they don’t want to be called heroes during the coronavirus pandemic April 28, 2020 Teen Vogue 

Watson, C. ’Nurses are not heroes - they’re just finally beginning to be recognized as they 

should’ 

May 12, 2020 The Telegraph 

Winfield, N. Pope hails Italy virus doctors, nurses as heroes at Vatican June 20, 2020 ABC News 

Xing, L. 1% pay increase under public-sector wage cap a ’slap in the face,’ Ontario registered 

nurses say 

June 11, 2020 CBC 
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o today, watching how our nurses have quickly adapted without

uestion or hesitation to a rapidly changing healthcare landscape”

 Hodge, 2020 , May 7). As a counterbalance, other media accounts

haracterized nurses’ uncertainty and ambivalence of being thrust

nto important but dangerous roles: “There’s a narrative that says

hat doctors and nurses must ‘answer the call.’ That’s why I’m un-

asy about the nightly cheering sessions. Some of us don’t feel like

rying to become heroes” ( Hamm, 2020 , April 9). 

A discursive technique emerged in the mass media where

urses, positioned as hardworking and productive subjects, were

ontrasted with “harmful” individuals and groups that denied the

everity of the pandemic or resisted public COVID-19 measures.

or example, The Lincoln Project (2020 , April 24), an anti-Trump

merican political organization, produced the YouTube video “Two

mericans” to emphasize the upstanding role of nurses: “There are

wo types of Americans that have emerged through this pandemic;

hose who sacrifice and those who demand.” The video begins

ith images of nurses in full protective gear, some comforting pa-

ients and appearing physically exhausted, and then cuts to images

f anti-lockdown protesters, including those screaming in front of

ublic buildings and brandishing guns ( The Lincoln Project, 2020 ,

pril 24). During interviews, nurses reinforced the message of civic

esponsibility: “It’s really upsetting to be driving to the hospital

nd see groups of people having picnics outside or getting their

ails done at the local salon despite the closure of nonessential

usinesses” ( Moeslein, 2020 , March 30). 

Our analysis suggested that the hero discourse and the model

itizen subjectivity may not have been evenly applied to all nurses

ut appeared to be delineated according to the racialized, ethnic,

nd migrant identities of nurses. Widespread marketing campaigns

n Britain to honor healthcare providers as heroes, sponsored by

ational Health Service (NHS), came under scrutiny over their lack

f racial representation and authentic reflection of NHS staff. Some

uthors employed the term “white-washing” to suggest that the

HS purposefully excluded people of color from #ClapForCarers,

 campaign focused on applauding healthcare workers as a pub-

ic ritual ( Morris, 2020 , April 3; Butt, 2020 , April 6). In another

nstance, Morris (2020 , April 3) called attention to an NHS spon-

ored video to promote handwashing as a civic duty and build

ublic solidarity that featured 20 health professionals who were all

ere white. Other articles suggested that the lack of media recog-

ition negates the 40 years of contribution that racialized and mi-

rant nurses have played as “hidden architects” to the modern NHS

 Simpson, 2020 , July 1). In an editorial from The Guardian , Sonia

odha (2020 , April 5) described the double burden of racialized

HS nurses, who faced both heightened racism on the job and the

olicing of the acknowledgement of their contributions by “self-

2

ppointed white gatekeepers.” Reflecting the divisiveness of the is-

ue of representation, Sodha (2020 , April 5) goes on to describe

he avalanche of racist tinged backlash they received from readers

fter acknowledging the ethnic background of workers on a British

ews show. 

.3. Heroism itself as the reward for nurses 

A discursive pattern in which the attribution of the hero sub-

ectivity became a social and cultural reward for nurses, who

ere positioned by the media as a group whose contributions

ere unrecognized by the public before COVID-19, was also ev-

dent. The hero discourse was often characterized by a transfor-

ative process in which the public association with nurses and

ursing work moved from the mundane and unappreciated to the

xceptional and valorized. This trajectory was conveyed through

ews headlines that described how nurses moved from being “un-

ung” ( Logan, 2020 , July 19; Zielinski, 2020 , May 5) and “every-

ay” ( Leung, 2020 , May 12) to temporarily replacing “sports idols”

 Corbella, 2020 , May 27) and even “holding the torch of freedom”

 Maxwell, 2020 , May 6). 

The notion of hero worship as reconfiguring the gendered iden-

ities of nurses circulated throughout the media coverage. In an

pinion piece, Bailey (2020 , May 11) declares, “suddenly, I’m not

just a nurse,’” but then later questions, “Why does it take a pan-

emic to recognize that nursing, a predominantly female domi-

ated profession, is important?” In a USA Today article, Temkar

2020 , May 27), describes their assumptions about mostly female

amily members who immigrated to the US from the Philippines

o become nurses: 

When I was growing up, if you had asked me what I thought

about nursing, I might have said it was a “sellout” profession.

A sellout, to a punk teenager like me, was the worst thing a

person could be. Selling out meant that you lacked authenticity

and imagination. You followed the herd. You were a cliché. 

Later in the article, Temkar (2020 , May 27) described how social

edia images of nurses “preparing resolutely to do battle on the

ront lines,” people cheering, and “stories of nurses becoming like

amily to their isolated patients” initiated a transformative process

n which they became proud of their nursing lineage. Other voices,

uch as an emergency room nurse from New York, offered a more

keptical take on the long term rewards of the public’s shifting

iew of nurses: “I fear that once the worst is over, everybody is

oing to forget and go back on to life as usual” ( Wallis, 2020 , April

8). 
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The media coverage often highlighted the outpouring of cor-

orate generosity, such as free hotels, delivered meals, and dis-

ounted shoes, to help nurses manage the long hours and travel

o endemic areas, particularly early in the pandemic. Several com-

anies incorporated the hero discourse as part of both demon-

trating support for nurses and marketing their products in an

conomic downturn. For example, Dove US (2020 , April 8) de-

eloped a YouTube video entitled, “Courage is Beautiful” that de-

icted the bruised and lacerated faces of masked healthcare pro-

essionals alongside its corporate logo, an association to its restora-

ive skincare products. Whereas some felt rewarded by corporate

ecognition, other nursing voices were more skeptical and reflected

 growing concern with being exploited: “You’re making money

ff of me while you’re handing me more work by not protecting

our workers and not giving them what they need” ( Wallis, 2020 ,

pril 28). Similarly, other media reported that rituals such as clap-

ing and pot banging were not only intended to honor nurses, but

ad performative benefits to participants. For example, a New York

imes editorial suggested: “But the more the ritual is repeated,

he more it feels as if it’s for the rest of us, too. We used to

o out to concerts or movies or plays and clap for the perfor-

ances. Now the clapping is the performance” ( Hess, 2020 , April

). Nursing voices, however, placed public rituals within concerns

or longer-term systemic change: “We appreciate the support that

e’re getting from the community… But I do challenge people

ho are clapping, writing in sidewalk chalk, to go a step further”

 Palus, 2020 , April 23). 

Although the rewards to nurses were emphasized, other me-

ia reports suggested that the hero discourse failed to materialize

ong standing policy changes to nurses’ workload, input in decision

aking, or financial renumeration. The UK and Canadian media

ighlighted several stories of nurses being denied pandemic pay

nd salary increases, despite politicians labelling them as COVID-19

eroes. Early in the pandemic British Prime Minister Boris Johnson,

ho became infected with COVID-19, publicly thanked two nurses

ho provided him 48-hour constant care: "The reason, in the end,

y body did start to get enough oxygen was because for every

econd of the night, they were watching and they were thinking

nd they were caring…” ( Picheta, 2020 , April 13). One of these

urses, Jenny McGee, who is originally from New Zealand, was

ater thanked by Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern on social media

nd reported feeling “blown away” by the praise from international

eaders ( Picheta, 2020 , April 13). As the pandemic evolved, how-

ver, McGee’s nursing colleagues from the hospital where Johnson

as treated staged a protest against the government refusal to ap-

rove a pay rise. An intensive care nurse at the protest voiced their

nger: “After eight weeks of clapping, I feel completely betrayed

nd as though what myself and my colleagues went through was

ust expected of us as our duty” ( Kilraine, 2020 , July 29). 

In Ontario, Canada, the notion of heroism and gender equity

urfaced in the media coverage of Bill 124, a provincial bill that

estricts public service workers, including nurses, to salary in-

reases of one percent annually. Other frontline professionals, such

s police officers and firefighters, are not subject to this bill. Cer-

ain media outlets provided a platform for the provincial nurs-

ng union, who critiqued politicians for employing the hero dis-

ourse throughout the pandemic, while simultaneously restricting

he ability of nurses to bargain for an equitable wage: “it has

idened the gender pay-equity gap and the impact on the morale

f our dedicated RNs…” ( Ferguson, 2020 , June 12). Nurses im-

acted by Bill 124 expressed their sense of betrayal and frustra-

ion through using violent imagery, such as a “slap in the face,”

nd often questioned the sincerity of politicians who employ the

ero rhetoric: “You’re called front-line and you’re called essential

ut you’re really a body that can replaced” ( Xing, 2020 , June 11). 
. Discussion 

In this study, we conducted a poststructural discourse analysis

f the mass media to examine the effects of the hero discourse on

urses who are contending with the ongoing crisis and the impact

f this discourse as a political, social, and cultural tool to further

roding nursing work. We argued that the hero discourse has cre-

ted the conditions in which nurses are vulnerable to subjectifi-

ation or the production of new forms of subjectivity that emerge

rom this expanding public discourse. The hero discourse is not a

eutral expression of appreciation and sentimentality, but rather

 political, social, and cultural technique employed to accomplish

ultiple aims such as the normalization of nurses’ exposure to

isk, the enforcement of model citizenship, and the preservation

f existing power relationships that limit the ability of front line

urses to determine the conditions of their work. Our analysis of

he media also uncovered multiple points of resistance, often from

urses themselves in various media reports, to the discursive con-

truction of hero worship and its use as a tool to enact relation-

hips of power with nurses. 

The hero discourse culturally positions nurses to become

necessary sacrifices" in order to respond to an emerging crisis.

nacted through war and military imagery, the moral character-

zation of nurses as self-sacrificing heroes aligns with a previous

edia analysis of the SARS crisis ( McGillis Hall et al., 2003 ).

ur study also identified religious metaphors to highlight nurse’s

elflessness, which parallels the historical construction of nurses as

nnately virtuous and self-sacrificing ( Gordon and Nelson, 2005 ).

hese idealized subjectivities fail to acknowledge the emotional

omplexities and sense of conflict experienced by front-line

urses. Interview studies with nurses who worked on the early

OVID-19 front lines described their ambivalence as they navi-

ated the tensions between their professional responsibilities and

he desire to flee high-intensity, under-resourced, and dangerous

ork ( Sun et al., 2020 ; Liu et al., 2020 ). The failure of the hero

iscourse to acknowledge the emotional, psychological, moral, and

hysical stressors of pandemic work has implications for the future

xpectations that will placed on nurses as the crisis continues. 

We argue that the hero discourse has resulted in the normaliza-

ion of risk for nurses to justify the need for a timely and commit-

ed response in the contexts of uncertainty, political divisiveness,

nd unprepared healthcare systems. This normalizing process has

ade the unacceptable, such as nurses wearing garbage bags as

rotective gear and leaving older patients to die alone, more palat-

ble to a broader audience. Defining the “new normal” of nurses’

isk occurred through the normalizing processes of euphemisa-

ion, endowing unpalatable practices with positive attributes, and

egitimization, representing the taking on of bodily hazards as

 moral act ( Krzy ̇zanowski, 2020 ). The discursive construction of

urses’ sacrifices was also supported through the normalizing pro-

ess of naturalization ( Krzy ̇zanowski, 2020 ), in which dangerous

ccupational conditions have been justified as an inevitable event

n nurses work. The hero discourse, therefore, functions to con-

eal the political contributors to risk that were caused not only

y the biological realities of the virus, but also the lack of gov-

rnment assurance of protective equipment, uneven public health

easures, and inadequate organizational staffing ( Smith, 2020 ;

onteverde and Gallagher, 2020 ). The public fascination with the

acrifice of nurses may provide reassurance that regardless of gov-

rnment policies and unsafe working conditions, nurses will sacri-

ce themselves to save everyone. 

Heroism has been employed as a disciplinary political device

n the creation of the docile bodies of nurses. Our analysis paral-

els other poststructural studies that have examined the effects of

isciplinary power on dictating the everyday conduct of nursing
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ork ( Dillard-Wright, 2019 ; McIntyre et al., 2019 ; McIntyre et al.,

020 ). Returning to Banksy’s image of the “supernurse,” who is de-

icted as being played with as a child’s toy which is open to ma-

ipulation, nurses may be similarly susceptible to pressure to per-

orm, comply, and endure ( Einboden, 2020 ). Nurses who refused to

are for people with COVID-19 or failed to show up at work were

oticeably absent from media coverage. Media accounts, however,

id not render nurses as powerless but routinely highlighted mul-

iple forms of nurse-led resistance such as political protests and

obbying from nursing unions. In an analysis of the French lan-

uage Canadian media, Gagnon and Perron (2020) found that the

uebec Interprofessional Health Federation, the province of Que-

ec’s nursing union, engaged in highly publicized “whistleblowing”

bout pandemic working conditions and used social media to high-

ight the ways that COVID-19 destabilized an already vulnerable

nd under-resourced nursing workforce. 

Our analysis revealed a discursive pattern in which nurses

ere constructed as model citizens and workers during a rapidly

volving crisis. Based on an analysis of literature and mythology,

ampbell (1949) suggests the cultural power of the hero myth lies

n its ability to provide a general pattern for the everyday person

o act in a moral sense. Nicholson (2011) suggests that the heroic

tories of an era may present an idealized cultural model of active

elfhood, that is resourceful, embodies bravery, and desires to con-

uer the enemy. We argue that nurses have been employed as so-

ial and moral models who formed an archetype for how the pub-

ic should think and behave in the context of COVID-19, thereby

orming a tool to enact disciplinary power over the general popula-

ion. Disciplinary power, which may have productive aims, is often

nacted by those in authority to subdue dissent and enforce cer-

ain types of behavior ( Foucault, 1977 ), such as compliance with

ocially responsible measures to mitigate the evolving pandemic. 

The construction of nurses as productive subjectivities has oc-

urred within the politically and socially divisive climate of re-

ponding to the pandemic that has been characterized by the

oliticization of mask wearing, public resistance over lockdowns,

nd doubts about the scientific credibility of medical officials

 Harsin, 2020 ). Our analysis suggests that, at certain points in

he pandemic, the hero discourse has crossed political divides be-

ause of its widespread public support and its sentimentalization

f nursing work. Employing hero worship, therefore, has become

 “low stakes” technique used by politicians and other leaders to

onvey public messages about idealized citizenship and collective

esolve. Our analysis, for example, described how Donald Trump

nd Boris Johnson, both criticized for their inaction and poor deci-

ion making, still employed the hero discourse as a rallying cry to

oster national unity early in the pandemic. 

The hero discourse was not evenly applied to every nurse,

ut rather was shaped by racialized and migrant identities of

articular nurses described in the media reports. The construc-

ion of hero subjectivities occurred alongside prevailing racist

ssumptions about the causation and spread of COVID-19 such as

he othering of immigrants and blaming certain racialized groups

 Devakumar et al., 2020 ). Our analysis of the lack of racial and

thnic representation in public NHS campaigns suggest that the

ero discourse was shaped by long standing patterns of discrim-

nation experienced by nurses of color. Subject to the effects of

olonialism and gender discrimination, NHS nurses who are female

nd racialized experience greater disparities in promotions and

ay when compared to others ( Milner et al., 2020 ). In an interview

tudy, Isaac (2020) suggested that Black British-born nurses were

ocialized to employ a defence of their “British cultural capital”

p. 97), comprised of their British identity and positive social

ontributions, to override systemic racism in the NHS. Although

dditional theoretical work by critical race scholars is needed in

his area, particularly in the contexts of Brexit and the rise of
ationalistic populism, the hero discourse may perpetuate the

dealization of certain archetypes of nurses based on whiteness

nd acceptable nationality. 

The widespread attribution of the hero subjectivity was often

onstructed as social and cultural reward for nurses and this pub-

ic recognition was often positioned as sufficient to sustain nursing

hrough a tumultuous period. Some media reports highlighted how

ero worship initiated a transformative process that raised the pro-

le of a profession that was considered to be unacknowledged pre-

andemic. The hero discourse was used to distance nursing work

rom the everyday, mundane, dirty, and gendered caring work

 Ceci, 2004 ; Bolton, 2005 ; Lawler, 2006 ), thereby temporarily re-

onfiguring nursing to a healthcare practice that is dynamic, ad-

irable, and vital to surviving the pandemic. At the same time,

he gendered division of comfort and caring, historically labelled

s women’s work ( Davies, 2003 ), was sometimes depicted as con-

inuous with the hero narrative. Nurses were routinely applauded

s heroes for their meticulous round the clock monitoring of crit-

cally ill people and their intimate therapeutic work with isolated

nd dying people with the virus. Associating heroism with com-

ort and caring work, traditionally associated with the feminine

nd gendered work, opens up the need for future studies on the

ontemporary construction of the female heroic archetype. The fe-

ale hero, traditionally depicted as less than their male hero coun-

erpart ( Nicholson, 2011 ), may take on new possibilities for social

epresentation in a post-pandemic world. 

We explored the political, social, and cultural strategy of be-

ng seen as an ally to nurses through the hero discourse, but of-

en without a meaningful commitment to long term transforma-

ive change. For example, our analysis highlighted the use of ally-

hip as a public relations strategy to appear sympathetic to the

light of front-line healthcare staff, as a marketing strategy to align

ne’s brand with a moral identity, and as a performative exer-

ise that provided an accessible outlet for public participation. In

any cases, the hero discourse provides a public face to conceal

he eroding conditions of nursing work and to justify further cuts

o staffing, pay raises, and clinical resources in an economic down-

urn. The nurse as hero discourse may function to preserve and

xtend existing power relations that limit nurses such as racism,

ender discrimination, austerity measures, and managerialism. 

Some media reports suggested that corporations, politicians,

nd even the general public used the heroization of nurses’ suf-

ering for their own political, economic, and cultural ends. We ar-

ue that this strategy often amounts to a form of performative

llyship in which people with decisional and economic power sig-

al their support, but fail to engage in the ongoing educational,

elf-reflexive, policy, and structural changes inherent in more gen-

ine forms of allyship ( Erskine and Bilimoria, 2019 ; Krause and

iller, 2020 ). For example, a recent survey of the American and

anadian public ( n = 3551) suggests that participation in heroic

ituals (e.g. clapping and cheering) was unrelated to holding stig-

atizing attitudes towards healthcare professionals such as the

elief they should be isolated from their families and communi-

ies ( Taylor et al., 2020 ). Forms of hero worship, such as those

escribed in our study, are performative because they are en-

cted in highly visible ways, provided to appear legitimate, and

iven to illicit self-congratulations or a “virtual pat on the back”

 Jacobson Frey, 2020 p. 72). 

. Strengths and limitations 

Strengths of the study include the rigor of the discourse anal-

sis method, the richness of the document data, the quality of

he analysis, and the close use of Foucault’s theoretical framework

o open up a new conceptual understanding of this often taken

or granted phenomenon. Limitations include our exploratory and
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ualitative approach, which does not allow the generalizability of

ur findings to make universal claims about this discourse. Since

ur data sources were limited by date, country of origin, and

anguage, it is possible that an analysis of different media re-

orts would have resulted in different forms of discursive pat-

erns and subjectivities. Since the positionality and subjectivity of

he researcher is central to research informed by poststructural-

sm ( McCabe and Holmes, 2009 ), it is also possible that researchers

ith different backgrounds and objectives would have yielded al-

ernative or divergent results. Although we reflexively considered

he effects of our subjectivities on the research process, our identi-

ies as nurses and people concerned about the effects of COVID-19

n healthcare workers may have shaped the findings. 

. Implications to nursing and conclusion 

Using a poststructural perspective, we critically examined the

ffects of the hero discourse as a political, social, and cultural de-

ice to uphold expectations for nurses to make sacrifices for the

ommon good, enforce subjectivities of model citizenship, and to

osition public adulation as the main reward for nurses. Although

here were some productive elements of this discourse, such as the

ublic recognition of nursing work and the provision of short-term

onveniences, our analysis suggests that nursing should view hero

orship with caution and trepidation. The pandemic has made vis-

ble the challenges of nursing work, but also the accumulated con-

equences of managerialism, financial austerity, gender and racial

nequities, and inadequate governmental support. The hero dis-

ourse and heroic subjectivities do little to rectify these barriers

nd often comprise a form of performative allyship. Recognizing

he destructive effects of hero worship will help nurses resist and

ove past its effects. 

Our study has implications for formalizing the ongoing emo-

ional, psychological, ethical and practice supports of nurses as

hey contend with the ongoing pandemic. Although there is some

evel of being a hero that is voluntary, many nurses were invol-

ntarily placed into such roles, especially through practices such

s mandatory re-deployment to COVID units or testing centers.

he costs of heroism to nurses, many who need their jobs to sur-

ive economically, remains uncertain. Heroic nurses are meant to

ace and overcome any circumstances individually, thereby lessen-

ng the responsibility of government to enact systemic changes, the

nly way to properly address this crisis. Left unchallenged, the lim-

ts of the hero discourse remain unclear and open to manipula-

ion by those in power. As the pandemic continues and healthcare

ystems struggle to prevent financial collapse, will leaders and de-

ision makers continue to placate nurses with the hero discourse

n order for them to work in even more perilous and inequitable

onditions? The long-term impact of the stress and strain of prac-

icing nursing in COVID-19 times will likely be dire and will ulti-

ately cost society who needs a healthy, resilient, and sustainable

ursing work force. Broader considerations include the retention of

ursing staff, particularly in high acuity areas and long-term care,

motional burnout, occupational induced illnesses, and nurses per-

anently leaving the profession. Both nursing and society cannot

llow the hero discourse to sideline their ongoing quest to secure

ormal supports for nurses, including practical supports such as

imits on patient to nurse ratios and opportunities for respite from

xhausting work ( Maben and Bridges, 2020 ). 

Our study also has implications for the collective political re-

ponse of nursing in the contexts of COVID-19. As nurses lead po-

itical activism to secure much needed clinical resources in a post-

andemic world, they cannot assume that their hero status will

rovide them with enough political clout to obtain a seat at the

olicy table or sway decision makers. Nurses need to be attuned to

he multiple ways that hero worship legitimizes threats to nurses
nd the erosion of the conditions of nursing work, thereby chal-

enging this approach as a strategy of power. Nurses themselves

ere not necessarily the authors or orchestrators of the hero dis-

ourse; nor were they rendered powerless, but often were located

s multiple points of resistance across media coverage. Nurses con-

istently requested tangible support for their work (i.e. increased

ccess to protective gear, improved staffing, etc.) as opposed to

ccepting or perpetuating the title of hero. When faced with the

omplexities of direct clinical care during a pandemic, the hero

abel lost much of its meaning. The resistance to the hero dis-

ourse and other harmful forms of political strategizing will be

ssential as the emergency continues and nursing work evolves

o meet these demands. Rather than participate in the superfi-

ial sentimentalizing of hero worship as form of performative ally-

hip, nursing must instead engage in meaningful political activism,

ontinue its professional commitment to advocacy, and articulate

 strong voice of knowledge and reason in COVID-19 ( Morin and

aptiste, 2020 ). 
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